Grand Council of Georgia
Hats and Subordinate Caps Resolution

1. Past Most Illustrious Grand Master Hat: Purple, Pill Box Hat i.e., Prayer Style Hat, Firm or Soft Style Top:
   a. Two Gold Ribbings Circling Hat
   b. Gold Fill between two Ribbings
   c. Broken Triangle with Trowel in Center
   d. Gold Laurel Reef

2. Most Illustrious Grand Master Hat: Purple, Pill Box Hat i.e., Prayer Style Hat, Firm or Soft Style Top: SAME AS PMIGM: NO GOLD CENTER CIRCLING HAT
   e. Two Gold Ribbings Circling Hat
   f. Broken Triangle with Trowel in Center
   g. Gold Laurel Reef

3. Grand Council Officers and Past Grand Officers (I.e. NOT PMIGM), Purple, Pill Box Hat i.e., Prayer Style Hat, Firm or Soft Style Top: SAME AS MIGM except: NO GOLD CENTER CIRCLING HAT AND NO TWO GOLD RIBBINGS.
   A. JUST BROKEN TRIANGLE WITH TROWEL
   B. GOLD LAUREL REEF

4. District Deputies Most Illustrious Grand Master: Same as Grand Council Officers Except: Purple, Pill Box Hat i.e., Prayer Style Hat, Firm or Soft Style Top: SAME AS GRAND COUNCIL OFFICERS: NO GOLD CENTER CIRCLING HAT, NO TWO GOLD RIBBINGS, NO LAUREL REEF.
   A. Embroidered above broken triangle: DDMIGM

5. Illustrious Masters, Past Illustrious Master and Members of Constituent Councils: Purple, Pill Box Hat i.e., Prayer Style Hat, Firm or Soft Style Top is acceptable: SAME AS GRAND COUNCIL OFFICERS: NO GOLD CENTER CIRCLING HAT, NO TWO GOLD RIBBINGS, NO LAUREL REEF. JUST BROKEN TRIANGLE WITH TROWEL.
   A. Past Illustrious Masters may have: PIM embroidered above broken triangle.

FOR HATS CALL: NEW LONDON REGALIA, ASK FOR JOYCE: (800) 634-8253

HAT DESIGNATION
1. PAST MOST ILLUSTRIOUS GRAND MASTER
2. CURRENT MOST ILLUSTRIOUS GRAND MASTER
3. GRAND COUNCIL OFFICERS
4. DDMIGM
5. CURRENT MEMBERS 5(a) 5 WITH A “PIM” OFFER TRIANGLE IS PAST ILLUSTRIOUS MASTERS